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Abstract 
Kari, J., Rice’s theorem for the limit sets of cellular automata, Theoretical Computer Science 127 
(1994) 2299254. 
Rice’s theorem is a well-known result in the theory of recursive functions. A corresponding theorem 
for cellular automata limit sets is proved: All nontrivial properties of limit sets of cellular automata 
(CAs) are shown undecidable. The theorem remains valid even if only one-dimensional CAs are 
considered. 
1. Introduction 
Cellular automata (CAs) are discrete dynamical systems. A d-dimensional cellular 
automaton consists of an infinite d-dimensional array of identical cells connected 
locally with each other. The positions of the cells in the array are indexed by Zd. Each 
cell is a finite state automaton: it always contains one state from a finite state set S. 
The states of all the cells in the array at any time step are described by a configuration. 
A configuration can be considered as the state of the whole system. The cells alter their 
states synchronously on discrete time steps according to a local rule. The rule gives the 
new state of each cell as a function of the old states of some nearby cells, its neighbors. 
All cells in the array operate under the same local rule. 
The limit set of a cellular automaton consists of all the configurations that can occur 
after arbitrarily long computations. It is known that for many properties of limit sets 
there exists no algorithm that would decide for a given CA whether its limit set has the 
property or not. Such properties are called undecidable. In the present work it is 
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proved that in fact all nontrivial properties of limit sets are undecidable, even in the 
case of one-dimensional CAs. A property is called nontrivial if there are both 
automata whose limit sets have the property and automata whose limit sets do not 
have it. 
The result looks similar to the well-known Rice’s theorem in the theory of recursive 
functions (see e.g. [7]). Rice’s theorem states that every nontrivial property of partial 
recursive functions is undecidable. The similarity is however only ostensible: neither 
can our result be directly derived from Rice’s theorem, nor is Rice’s theorem a corol- 
lary to our theorem. Naturally, every Turing machine can be simulated by a cellular 
automaton, but the limit set of the CA does not correspond to the function computed 
by the TM. In fact, the notion of limit sets does not seem to have any reasonable 
counterpart in recursive function theory. 
The proof of our result is a reduction from the nilpotency problem of CAs. The 
nilpotency problem asks whether the limit set of a given CA is a singleton set. This 
problem was recently proved to be undecidable [S]. 
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some basic definitions, 
including precise definitions of cellular automata, limit sets and nilpotency of CAs. 
Next, in Section 3, we discuss what is meant by properties of limit sets. We give 
examples of several nontrivial properties. Section 4 is more technical. It contains the 
definition of the firing squad, one specific CA needed in the reduction. We obtain 
some technical results about the limit set of the firing squad cellular automaton. 
Finally, in Section 5 we prove the main result of the article. 
2. Preliminaries 
Formally, a cellular automaton is a quadruple d = (d, S, N, f), where d is a positive 
integer indicating the dimension of ~2, S is a finite state set, N is a neighborhood 
vector, 
N=(xl,xz ,..., X,), 
of n different elements of Zd andf is the local rule of the CA presented as a function 
from S” into S. The neighbors of a cell situated in XeZd are the cells in positions 
X+Xi for i=l,2 ,..., n. 
Examples of widely used neighborhood vectors are the so-called Moore-neighbor- 
hoods: Let k be a positive integer. The d-dimensional Moore-neighborhood Mk of 
range k is a d-dimensional neighborhood vector containing all the elements of the set 
((x1,x2 ,..., &)I -k<xi<k, vi, l<i<d). 
(The order in which the elements are listed in Mk does not matter.) Naturally, the 
elements of any neighborhood vector belong to a Moore-neighborhood Mk for a large 
enough k. 
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A configuration of a CA JZZ’ = (d, S, N, f) is a function 
c:Zd-+S 
that assigns states to all cells. Let %‘(d,S) ( or shortly %? when there is no risk of 
confusing the dimension d and the state set S) denote the set of all configurations of ~4. 
The local rulef determines the global function 
G,:%‘(d,S)+V(d,S) 
that describes the dynamic behavior of the CA. At each time step, a configuration c is 
transformed into a new configuration G,(c), where 
G,(c)(X)=f(c(X+.Z,),c(X+Xz),...,c(X+X,)) 
for all X in Zd. A configuration is called homogeneous if all cells have the same state. 
For each state s in S let c@(s) denote the homogeneous configuration where the cells 
are in state s. 
Sometimes a quiescent state q in S is distinguished. The quiescent state must have 
the property 
f(4,4, . . ..4)=4. 
The configuration c&(q) with all cells in the quiescent state is called the quiescent 
configuration. A configuration is called jinite if it has only finitely many cells in 
nonquiescent states. Let %TF(d, S) (or shortly ‘%r) denote the set of finite configurations. 
It follows from the special property of the quiescent state that a finite configuration 
remains finite in the evolution of the CA. Let G? denote the restriction of the global 
function G, to the set of finite configurations. 
We say that a state SES is spreading in a CA & if a cell is changed into the state s if 
any of its neighbors was in state s on the previous time step. In other words, 
.Osl,szl ..’ ,s,)=s if Si=S for some i, 1 <i&n. 
The set %(d,S) is given a topology in the usual way: Define first the discrete 
topology on the set S and extend it to %‘(d,S) by taking the product topology. The 
topology z obtained is a compact, Hausdorff topology, which means that a set is 
compact if and only if it is closed. It is not difficult to prove that the global functions of 
all cellular automata are continuous in the topology. 
Ajinite pattern is a couple p = (X, c$), where X is a finite subset of Zd and 4 : X-+S is 
a mapping that assigns states to cells belonging to X. 
Each finite pattern p=(X, #) defines the so-called templet 
Tp(X,d)=(c&?(d,S)Ic(f)=4(%) for all XEX}, 
a subset of %?( d, S) which is both open and closed in 5. The family of all templets forms 
a basis for the topology. If, in a pattern p = (X, 4), the set X is of the special form 
X=((x1,x2,,...,xd)) -Wl<XidWl for all i, l<ibd} 
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for some m>,O, then the templet Tp(X, r$) is called a cylinder set. Also, cylinder sets 
form a basis of the topology. 
The limit set LI [ &] (also denoted as n if the automaton is clear from the context) of 
a CA d = (d, S, NJ) contains all the configurations that can occur after arbitrarily 
many computation steps. Define 
A’O’[&]=%‘(d,S), 
A(i’[-c4]=Gs(/i(i-1)[-c4]) for i>,l. 
Then the limit set of d is 
A[d]= fi A”‘[d]. 
i=O 
The finite time sets A”)[&] are sometimes denoted as Au). 
The finite time sets LI(‘) are compact because they are images of compact sets under 
a continuous mapping. Consequently, the limit set is compact as an intersection of 
compact (and thus closed) sets. 
It easy to see that the limit set of a CA can never be empty. Indeed, every 
homogeneous configuration conf( s) remains homogeneous on the subsequent time 
steps. Since there are finitely many homogeneous configurations, there must be ES 
and integer k >, 1 such that Gfi( conf(s)) = conf( s). This means that conf(s)~L 
A CA is termed nilpotent if its limit set is a singleton set. Then the limit set is 
(conf(s)} for some state s. The following proposition was proved in [3]. 
Proposition 2.1. If CA d = (d, S, NJ) . 1s nilpotent, then there exists an integer k2 1 
such that Ack)[r;4]=A[&]. 
The following proposition is the basis for the Rice’s theorem for CA limit sets 
presented in Section 5. The proposition was proved in [S]. 
Proposition 2.2. Let the dimension d>, 1 be fixed. It is algorithmically undecidable if 
a given CA d = (d, S, M,,f) is nilpotent or not. The problem remains undecidable even if 
we assume that there is a state q which is spreading in d. 
The following lemma is needed in Section 5. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that the CA & =(d, S, MI, f) is not nilpotent. Assume further that 
the quiescent state qES is spreading in ~2. Then there exists a conjiguration CEA[&] 
such that c(Z)#q for all FEZ*. 
Proof. Consider, for all k 2 0, the set 
Ck={cE~(d,5)Ic(Xi,XZ ,..., xd)#q when -k<xI,x2 ,..., xd<k}, 
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that is, the set of those configurations that contain only nonquiescent states in the 
IQ-neighborhood of 0 = (0, 0, . . , 0). They are closed and thus compact. We show first 
that il”‘[-C4]nCCk#Q) for all i, k>O. 
Assume, on the contrary, that for some i and k each cen”‘[&‘] has c(X)=q for 
some X contained in the Mk neighborhood of 0. Because the state q is spreading, each 
~~/l(‘+~‘[,d] satisfies c(O)=q. Because ,4(i+k) [d] is closed under shift functions (see 
below), we have /l(i+k’[&] = (conf(q)) so that & is nilpotent, a contradiction. 
For each k 20 the sets II(‘)[GZ] n Ck for i = 0, 1,2, . . form a descending chain of 
nonempty compact sets. Thus their intersection 
ifiO(A’i’Cd] n cklzA cd1 n Ck 
is nonempty. 
The sets n [ &‘I n Ck for k = 0, 1,2, . . . form also a descending chain of nonempty 
compact sets. Again, their intersection 
k~ovwlw= &o-w~~~\iq~) 
is not empty. 0 
Lemma 2.3 was stated for CA that use the neighborhood vector Ml, because this is 
enough for the purposes of this article. Note that the same result is true for automata 
with an arbitrary neighborhood vector N, as long as the state q is spreading. This 
generality would, however, make the proof of the lemma slightly more complicated. 
A function (T: V(d, S)-t%‘(d, S) is called a shiftfunction if there exists XO~Zd such that 
(a(c)) (x)=c(x+x~) for all c&?(d,S) and XeZd. Equivalently, the function G is a shift 
function if it is the global function of a CA whose neighborhood vector contains just 
one element, and whose local rule is the identity mapping of S. A closed set C is called 
a subshift if it is closed under shift functions, that is, if G( C) = C for all shift functions G. 
Obviously, the finite time sets il”’ and the limit set ii of any cellular automaton are 
subshifts. 
Every subshift is defined by a set of forbidden finite patterns. A configuration 
c contains a pattern p = (X, 4) if a(c) belongs to the templet Tp(X, 4) for some shift 
function 6. A set P of patterns determines the subshift 
{ ce%?(d, S)l c does not contain any of the patterns PEP}. 
A subshift is said to be ofjfinite type if it is determined by a finite set P of patterns. 
Consider configurations of a one-dimensional cellular automaton .d = ( 1, S, N, f). 
They are mappings c : Z-+X A finite string w = s1 s2 . . . s, over the alphabet S is said to 
be a substring of c if there exists ke.Z such that c( k + i) = Si for all i, 1 <i < m. For any 
set K L %‘(d, S) of configurations we define a language Y(K) over the alphabet S as 
follows: 
2’(K)=(wd*J w is a finite substring of c for some c~K}. 
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The proofs of the following two propositions can be found, for example, in [2]. The 
first one says that a subshift K is uniquely determined by the language Z(K). 
Proposition 2.4. If K1 and Kz are one-dimensional subshifts then 
The second proposition deals with languages obtained from the finite time sets of 
one-dimensional CA. 
Proposition 2.5. Let d = ( 1, S, N, f) be a one-dimensional CA. For every i>O the 
language _Y(A(“) is regular and, given S? and i, a Jinite automaton recognizing the 
language can be effectively constructed. 
The language 9(n) formed from the limit set of a one-dimensional cellular 
automaton is called the limit language of the CA. 
3. Properties of limit sets 
Let the dimension d 2 1 be fixed. Any family 9’ of limit sets of d-dimensional CA is 
called a property of the limit sets. Any limit set in 9 is said to have this property. We 
consider CA with any finite number of states. To avoid getting entangled in set- 
theoretical problems and paradoxes - which are really irrelevant in this context - we 
may suppose that the states of all CA come from a countably infinite set { si, s2, . . . }. 
Anyway, every CA is isomorphic to one whose states come from this set. 
The property 9 is called nontrivial if there are cellular automata &i and dz such 
that /1 C&i] ~9 and n [&,I $9. Trivial properties are properties that either all limit 
sets have, or none of them has. 
Examples of nontrivial properties of limit sets are numerous. Among them are the 
following ones: 
0 nilpotency, 
l a fixed configuration c is in the limit set, 
l a fixed state s appears in some configuration of the limit set, 
l the limit set is countably infinite, 
l the limit set is a subshift of finite type. 
Also, some properties of cellular automata can be interpreted as properties of limit 
sets. A property of CAs is also a property of limit sets if the limit set of the automaton 
determines uniquely whether the automaton has the property or not. In this case two 
CAs that have the same limit set either both have the property or neither of them 
has it. 
One must, however, be careful when one decides that some property of CAs is in 
fact a property of limit sets. For example, surjectivity of CAs is not a property of limit 
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sets, even though a CA is surjective if and only if its limit set contains “all” configura- 
tions. (A CA & is called surjective if its global function G, is surjective.) It is namely 
possible for a surjective CA JXZ and a nonsurjective CA B to have the same limit set. 
This can happen if the state set of &? is larger than the state set of &‘. 
Let us finally consider one more property. In [3] all CAs were divided into two 
classes: 
(i) CA for which there exists a positive integer n such that /i = /lcn). In other words, 
after a finite number of time steps the only possible configurations are the ones that 
belong to the limit set. 
(ii) All other CAs, that is, all CAs such that A’“‘\/1 #@ for all n30. 
It is not known whether the property of belonging to class (i) is a property of limit sets. 
It was asked in [4] whether it is true that a CA belongs to class (i) if and only if the 
limit set /1 is a subshift of finite type. In this case the property discussed would be 
a property of limit sets. The answer to this question is, however, negative as is proved 
by the following example. 
Example. Consider the following one-dimensional CA with three states: 
~=(1,{0,1,2}> (O,l),f), 
where 
.I-(& 1)=“00,2)= 1, 
f(O,O)=f( l,l)=f(1,2)=f(2,l)=f(2,2)=0. 
Note that states 1 and 2 behave exactly in the same way. In any configuration any 
number of states 1 may be changed to 2 and vice versa without affecting subsequent 
configurations. 
It is easy to see that 
n(‘)=G,(%?)=(cl no pattern 20”2 and lO”1, m>O, appears in c}, 
or, equivalently, the symbols 1 and 2 are alternating in every c~/i”‘. On the other 
hand, any configuration c& can be transformed into a configuration c‘ where l’s and 
2’s alternate by changing some states of c from 1 to 2 and some states from 2 to 1. 
Because Gf (c) = G,( c’), we have A(‘) = GJ-( /1(l)) = Gr( V) = /1(i), which implies 
So the CA JZZ is in class (i). However, its limit set is not a subshift of finite type, because 
for every m > 0 there is a configuration c$/1 such that for any substring w of c of length 
m there is a configuration in n containing the substring w. (Such a configuration c is 
defined by c(0) = c( m) = 1 and c(i) = 0 if i # 0, m.) Thus any set of forbidden patterns 
defining /i must contain arbitrarily long patterns and, consequently, be infinite. q 
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Even if Rice’s theorem presented in the following sections could not be applied to 
the problem whether a given CA belongs to class (i), the problem can easily be proved 
to be undecidable. 
Proposition 3.1. It is undecidable if a given one-dimensional CA is in class (i). 
Proof. Assume the contrary: There exists an algorithm which tells if a given one- 
dimensional CA LX? has property (i). Using this algorithm one could decide whether 
d is nilpotent or not as follows. 
If d does not belong to class (i) then it cannot be nilpotent (Proposition 2.1). If, on 
the other hand, d belongs to class (i), one can construct finite automata Al, AZ, . . . 
recognizing the regular languages Y( A(‘)), Y( nc2)), . . (Proposition 2.5). Because 
A belongs to class (i), n(j) = /l(j+ I) f or some j 30. This is equivalent to 
y(dC.i))= p(/l(j+ 1) ) (Proposition 2.4). Such a number j can be effectively found, 
because the equality of the regular languages generated by two given finite automata 
is decidable. This means that one can construct a finite automaton recognizing the 
language L?(A)= 9(,4(j)). The CA & is nilpotent iff ~(A)=s* for some SE& which 
can be effectively checked. 
We have given an algorithm that solves the nilpotency problem, which contradicts 
Proposition 2.2. We conclude that the assumption in the beginning of the proof was 
false and that the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 3.2, For every d> 1 it is undecidable whether a given d-dimensional CA is in 
class (i). 
Proof. Any one-dimensional CA can be simulated by a d-dimensional one. The 
d-dimensional CA simply uses the local rule of the one-dimensional CA in one 
dimension, and does not use the other d- 1 dimensions. Obviously, the one-dimen- 
sional CA belongs to class (i) iff the d-dimensional one does. q 
4. Firing squad 
In the proof of the main theorem in Section 5, a specific cellular automaton is 
needed. The CA will be called firing squad. Its state set contains two special states: 
a firing state F and a killer state K. The firing squad CA has to satisfy the following 
two conditions, where G denotes its global transition function: 
(Pl) There are configurations c0,c1,c2, . . . such that cO=conf(F), G(Cj+l)=cj for 
all j>,O, and cj(x)#F, K for all j>, 1 and %EZ~. 
(P2) If configuration c is in the limit set of the firing squad and if c(XO) = F for some 
X0 then c(X)E{F, K) for all X~ZZ~. 
For each dimension d > 1, a d-dimensional firing squad Fyd satisfying (Pl ) and (P2) 
is needed, We first describe a one-dimensional one and then explain how it can be 
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generalized for higher dimensions. Note that any CA satisfying conditions (Pl ) and 
(P2) can be used in Section 5 instead of the one presented below. The rest of this 
section can be skipped on first reading or if the reader is convinced of the existence of 
a CA satisfying (Pl) and (P2). 
The one-dimensional firing squad F;Yi = ( 1, FS, Ml ,j&) below resembles a simple 
solution to the well-known Firing Squad Synchronization Problem. This problem was 
first published in [6]. In the problem a finite row of cells is given. The cells are 
identical except the ones at each end. One of the end cells is called the general while 
the others are called soldiers. In the beginning the soldiers are in the quiescent state 
q and the general is ordering them to fire. The problem is to design the local rule of the 
soldiers so that after a while they fire their guns, that is, go to a special firing state all at 
the same time. The same rule should work regardless of the length of the row. The 
problem can be solved by successively dividing the row into two parts, four parts, 
eight parts, etc., until all soldiers are division points. The same idea is used also in our 
firing squad CA. 
A complete listing of the local rule fFs of BY1 is given in the appendix. Below, 
a short description of its behavior is given. For each positive integer k let #k denote 
the configuration of 9”Y1, with 
#k(i)= 
# if k/i, 
u otherwise. 
For each n 2 2, the automaton 99, turns the configuration # 2,, into # 2n- 1 in 2” time 
steps. This is accomplished by sending four signals from each # (as illustrated in 
Fig. 1). Simultaneously, # is changed to #‘. The signals L1 and RI proceed one cell at 
each time step to the left and right, respectively. The signals J2 and rZ, on the other 
hand, move one cell at every two time steps. When the signals 1, and Ye collide, a new 
# is created. When the signals L, and RI collide they pass through each other - only 
their names are changed into 1, and pi. (This is done in order to guarantee that each 
L1 crosses exactly one RI and vice versa. This fact will be used below when we show 
1 time 
Fig, 1. The use of signals in changing #*” into #I~-’ 
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#8 # # 
L #’ RI L, #’ R, 
L, I, #’ rz R, L, lz #’ rz R, 
1; #’ r; 
#’ r2 
RI L1 1; #’ r; 
llrl 12 #’ r2 
1; #’ r2 rl 1; #’ r; 
rl #’ 11 r2 #’ 1, 
rl #’ 1, r2 1; rl #’ 1, 
#4 # # # 
L, #’ R, L #’ R, L1 #’ R, 
l,r, 12 #’ r2 l,r, l2 #’ r2 l,r, 1, #’ r2 l,r, 
l;r, #’ r;lI firI #’ r;l, l;r, #’ i-ill 
#2 # # # # # # # 
#’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ #’ 
Fig. 2. The computation steps from # 8 to the firing configuration conf(F). 
that the firing squad satisfies condition (P2) above.) When I, and rl meet at a cell that 
is in state #‘, the state is changed back to #. 
So the configuration # 2,, is first changed to # 2m- I and then to # 2”-~, and so on. In 
2 ‘+I -4 time steps it has become the configuration # 2. Because of the rules 
fFS( #, I-I, # )= #’ and fFs( u, #, u) = #‘, the configuration # 2 becomes conf( #‘). 
Finally, the rulef,s( #‘, #‘, #‘) = F causes it to be changed to the firing configuration 
c&(F). The computation steps from # s to c&(F) are depicted in Fig. 2. 
The killer state K is created whenever three adjacent cells have states that are not 
adjacent anywhere during the legal computations from the configurations # 2n to 
conf( 8’). The states K start spreading when generated, that is, a cell turns into the state 
K if K was present in its neighborhood on the previous time step. 
From the discussion above, it is obvious that 9Yi satisfies condition (Pl ). Indeed, 
the configurations # 2,, can be chosen as cz.,+ 1_ 2 in (Pl) for every n 2 1, and the other 
configurations ci are uniquely determined by them. In the following, it is shown that 
F-Y1 has also property (P2). 
In order to prove (P2), we need the following two lemmas. The first lemma says that 
if in a configuration c there is a segment of two states # separated by 2”- 1 blanks 
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“u”, then the cells outside the segment do not affect much the subsequent states of the 
cells inside the segment. The only way the outside cells can interfere is to create killer 
states K that spread into the segment. 
Lemma 4.1. Let c be a conjiguration such that, for some n> 1, 
c(O)=c(2”)= #, 
c(i)=u when O<i<2”. 
Then for each k >, 1 and i, 0 <id 2”, 
G~FS(c)(i)=G:PS(#2n)(i) or K. 
(Configuration # 2,, was defined earlier.) 
Proof. It is obvious that any effect that the cells outside the segment (0, 1, . . . ,2”) may 
have to the computation that is going on inside must first change the cell in the 
position 0 or 2”. These cells are always in one of the states #, #‘, F or K. But if the 
right (left) neighbor of a cell in the state # or #’ is known, then the next state of the 
cell is almost uniquely determined. The left (resp. right) neighbor can affect only by 
turning the cell into the killer state K. This can be seen from the local rule of FLY, 
(both neighbors of # and #’ have to be symmetric to each other, otherwise a killer 
state K is created; see the appendix). So the only way for the cells outside the segment 
to affect the cells inside is to let the states K spread into the segment. 0 
The second lemma deals with the predecessors of a configuration CGA [FYI] 
containing a segment of two states # separated by 2”- 1 blanks. The lemma states 
that any 2”+ ’ th predecessor of c, which is also in .4 [FYr 1, must contain a segment of 
three states # separated by two rows of 2”+r - 1 blanks. 
Lemma 4.2. Let CGA [S-Y, ] be a configuration where, for some n 3 1, 
c(O)=c(2”)= #, 
c(i)= u when O<i<2”. 
Let C’E A [ BYI ] be a 2”+ ’ th predecessor of c, that is, 
G;::‘(c’)=c. 
Then either (see Fig. 3) 
c’(-2.2”)=c’(O)=c’(2.2”)= #, 
c’(i)=u when -2.2”<i<2.2”, i#O, 
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I#Iu “)#jU . . . + 
c’ Or 
I#Iu . . . uI#I” . “]#I 
2”+’ time steps 
. 
position: -2 2” -2” 0 2” 2 2” 3 2” 
Fig. 3. The statement of Lemma 4.2. 
C2” 
Cl 
co # ” .., u # # Ll ,.. u # 
Fig. 4. Both states # are preceded by (a) “u”, (b) #‘. 
Or 
c’(-Y)=c’(2”)=c’(3.2”)= #: 
c’(i)=u when -2”<i<3.2”,i#2”. 
Proof. In the proof the following simple observation is extensively used: Let d be an 
arbitrary configuration such that d(x)= # for some XEZ. Let i>, 1 be arbitrary and 
denote di = G)f5(d). Then 
(i) di(x)Zu, 
(ii) di(x+_i)Zu, #‘, and 
(iii) d,(xfLi/2J)#u. 
More precisely, di( X) is either #, # ‘, F or K. State di( x - i) can be # , F or K, or it has 
to contain signal Lr or I,. State di(X-Li/2J) is either #, #‘, F or K, or it contains 
signal l2 or I;. Symmetric conditions hold for di( x + i) and di( x + Li/2]). 
Let cO, cl, c2, . . be a sequence of configurations where G,,,( Ci + 1 ) = Ci for every i > 0, 
c0 = c and cz,,+ I= c’. State # can be produced from two different states, #’ and “u”. 
Suppose first that both c,(O) and ~(2”) were produced from the blank state “u” (see 
Fig. 4(a)). This means that signals l2 and r2 must meet in both of them to produce 
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the states # . So there must be an l2 in c2( l), cq( 2), . . . , ~~~(2”~ ‘). (None of them can be 
# sending the signal, because, according to (i) above, this would cause a nonblank 
state in c0 between positions 0 and 2”.) Similarly, there has to be state r2 in ~~(2~- l), 
c&-2), . . . ,C2*(2”-i ), This is a contradiction, because ~~“(2”~ ‘) cannot contain 
both I, and rz (the signals cannot cross each other). 
Suppose then that c1 (0) = ci (2”) = # ’ (Fig. 4(b)), This means that two signals I, and 
ri met in both cO( 0) and c0 (2”). State # ’ can be preceded only by # ’ or # According 
to (iii) above, none of the states c2(2”),c3(2”), . . . ,c2”(2”) can be # (otherwise the 
la-signal sent by # would cause a nonblank state in co). So they must be states #‘. On 
the other hand, because of the 2, signal coming to co(O), the states 
ci ( 1 ), c2(2), . . , ~~~(2”) must contain I, (or L1 ). This leads to a contradiction because 
~~~(2”) cannot contain both #’ and I, (or L,). 
We conclude that exactly one of the states # in co(O) and ~~(2”) has been preceded 
by a #‘, while the other one was preceded by a blank “u”. Let us suppose without 
loss of generality that c1 (0) = # ’ and ci (2”) = u. (The other alternative is symmetric.) 
As above, we can deduce that ci(O)=c,(O)= ... =c~,~*~_~(O)= #’ (none of 
them can be # because the r2 generated by # would cause a nonblank state in c0 
somewhere between positions 0 and 2”). Also, we can deduce that cz(2”- I), 
Cq(2n-2),...,C*“i1_*(1) contain the signal y2 going to ~(2”). This means that 
necessarily c~,,~I (0)= # because #’ and r2 cannot be in the same cell. 
Similarly, states ci( l),c2(2), . . . ,c~~-~_~(Z~+~ - 1) must contain I, or L1 (none of 
them can be # because that would contradict rule (iii) above), and states 
C2(2*+1),Cq(2n+2),...,C2”*I_2(2”+1- 1) must contain l2 ( a # would contradict (ii)). 
Consequently, cz,+1(2”+i)= #, because signals Ii (or L,) and l2 cannot occupy the 
same cell. 
It is not difficult to see that in c2”+ Lthe cells in positions between 0 and 2”+l have to 
be blanks “u” (see Fig. 5): If some cell would contain 
l #; 
c (0) f$) !?c 
would be contradicted because of states # ’ in 
1 > > . 3 2”+‘-1(0); 
CO # L. ... u # 
Fig. 5. co(O) is preceded by #’ and c,(T) is preceded by “u”. 
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C’O 
# 
Fig. 6. The configurations c~,c~~+~ and c~“+I +2”+z. 
#‘; then the signal L1 or 1, coming from ~~~+~(2~+~) would collide with #’ creating 
K or a new #, which would contradict rule (iii); 
signal 1i or L1; then this signal would collide with one of the states #’ in 
c1(O),c,(O),...,c2”‘~-1(0); 
signal 1,; then this signal would collide with the signal r2 sent by the # in c2”+ ,(O) 
(or some other J-~) creating a new #, which would contradict (i) or (iii); 
signal rl or R1; then this signal would cross the signal L1 sent by czn+1(2”+r). The 
signal L1 would be changed into 11, and it could not cross the signal RI sent by 
cZnt L (0) any more, a contradiction; 
signal rz; then the signal would meet signal l2 sent by cZnt I(2”+ ‘) and a new 
# would be created, contradicting (ii). 
We have proved the existence of two states # separated by 2”+l- 1 blanks in cZn+ 1. 
The argument can be repeated for the longer segment (0, 1, . . . ,2”’ ’ } of cZn+ 1. So there 
are two states # separated by blanks in the configuration czn+l +2m+~, either in the 
positions 0 and 2”+’ + 2n+2, or in the positions +2”+‘. In the latter case there must be 
a # in the positions +_2”+’ and 0, and blanks between them in c2”+ I. This follows 
from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that there can be no killer states in those cells. Consider 
then the first case (see Fig. 6). 
Using similar arguments as before, it can be shown that the signal lz coming from 
c~.,+~ +2,,+2(0) cannot be changed to # before the configuration cz”+ 1. Indeed, a state 
# in c~,,+~+~,,~Z_~~( -k) for any k, 1 fk<2”+‘, would send a signal RI that goes to 
state c 2”t1+2”tz_3k(0)= #‘, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, the signal rl reaching the # in co(O) must be coming from 
c2,,+,( -2n+l). Otherwise, there should be a # generated by two colliding signals l2 
andr2inci(-i)forsomei,O<i<2”+‘. But the signal r2 reaching Ci( - i) cannot cross 
the signal 1, coming from ~~“41 +2”+~(0), neither can there be a # generating it - this 
would contradict (ii). 
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We conclude that the signals l2 and rl are both present in cZn+ I( -2”+l). This is 
possible only if the state is #. It is a routine matter to check that the states between 
the positions -2”+’ and 0 in c~“+~ have to be blanks. 0 
Now we are ready to prove that the CA 9Y1 satisfies condition (P2). 
Assume on the contrary that there is a configuration c~/i[99,] that such 
c(i)=F and c(j)${F, Kj for some integers i, j. Let co, cl, c2, . . . be a sequence 
of configurations such that c0 = c and Gf,,(ck+ 1)= ck for every k 30. A firing 
state can result either from three adjacent states #’ or three adjacent F’s. We 
may suppose that cl(i-l)=c,(i)=c,(i+l)= #’ (this is necessarily the case for 
some firing state in some configuration ck, and we may consider that state instead 
of c(i)). Further, it is easy to see that c2 must contain two states # separated by 
one blank “u”. 
If we apply Lemma 4.2 consecutively to c2, c6,ci4 and so on, we see that for some 
n the configuration c2.+ I _2 contains states # in the positions a, a+2”, . . . , a+m.2”, 
and blanks “u” between them, where a < i, j < a + m ‘2”. According to Lemma 4.1, the 
computation steps in the cells a, a + 1, . , a + rn. 2” starting from c2” + I _ 2 simulate the 
computation from the configuration # 2n, except that possibly some killer states 
K may spread to the cells. Because 9Y1 turns the configuration # 2” into cony(F) in 
2”+ ’ - 2 steps, each one of the states co(a), cO(a + l), . . , co(a + m. 2”) is either F or K, 
a contradiction. 
We have proved the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. The CA FYI satisJies conditions (Pl) and (P2). 
Let us next describe how the higher-dimensional CA pYd=(d, FS, M,, f&J, 
d32, can be defined. Note that they use wider neighborhood M2 than the one- 
dimensional 9Y1. In one dimension (say, the first one) the CA .9Yd 
simulates Fyi. The cells in positions with equal first coordinates are forced 
to have the same state - if any cell contains in its M,-neighborhood two cells with 
equal first coordinate having different states, then the cell is turned into the killer state 
K. The state K is spreading with the speed of two cells per time step - if the 
M,-neighborhood of a cell contains K then the cell is turned into the state K on the 
next time step. 
Obviously, the gcV, described above satisfies condition (Pl). In all configurations 
ci in (Pl) the cells with identical first coordinates have the same state. In the first 
dimension, the computation of 9Y1 is simulated. 
Let us show that (P2) is also satisfied. Let cO, cl, c2, . . , be an infinite sequence of 
configurations such that ci+l is mapped to ci by FYd for every i3 0. Suppose, 
contrary to (P2), that c0(xl,_y2 ,..., x,)=F and c,(y,,y2 ,..., y,)#F, K for some 
xi, yi~Z. Without loss of generality, we can assume that (xi, x2, . . . , x4)= 
(0,O )...) 0)=8. 
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For every i> 1, in Ci all the cells inside the Mzi-neighborhood of 0 are in states 
different from K. Also, all cells in this neighborhood with equal first coordinate must 
be in the same state in ci. These follow from the facts that c,(o) # K, that the states 
K are spreading and that a K is created whenever two cells with same first coordinate 
but different states are found. 
It is also clear that the A4*,-neighborhood of 0 contains the Mh-neighborhood of 
y=(yl,yz,...,yd) completely for some h>l. For each i3h, let cl be the one- 
dimensional configuration where 
c;(j)= 
i 
K if )jI>h+i, 
Ci(j,O,O ,..., 0) if (jl<h+i. 
For integers i<h, let cl denote the configuration GjF;‘(c& where Gs,, is the 
global transition function of the one-dimensional firing squad 9~7~. From the 
definitions it follows immediately that Gf,,(cl+ i)=cf for every ib0, and also 
that cb(O)=c,(@)=F and cb( y,)=c,( y)#F, K. This contradicts the fact that p”Y1 
satisfies (P2). 
5. Rice’s theorem 
In this section we show that every nontrivial property 9 of limit sets is undecidable, 
that is, there cannot exist any algorithm that would decide for a given CA whether its 
limit set has property 9’ or not. The proof of this fact is a reduction from the 
nilpotency problem. 
In the proof we describe a mechanical procedure for constructing, for given d- 
dimensional cellular automata di, d2 and 2, two d-dimensional cellular automata 
B1 @Z4,, ZJ?) and 9YA,(dz, 2”) (briefly denoted as .B1 and 93*). The automata are such 
that n [99J = n [&JJ if Z’ is not nilpotent. On the other hand, if X is nilpotent then 
n[&?i]=n[~~Z~] and ~[BJ=LI[s~J. 
The CAs dl and LZZ’* should be chosen in such a way that exactly one of the limit 
sets n [&!J and /1[&‘J has property 9’. If there were an algorithm for deciding 
whether the limit set of a given CA is in 9, then this algorithm applied to a1 and 
gz could be used for deciding whether the CA ti is nilpotent. This would contradict 
Proposition 2.2. 
For technical reasons, the CAs d1 and ~2~ must have the same state q as 
a quiescent state. The following lemma shows that suitable &i, d2 and state q always 
exist. 
Lemma 5.1. For every nontrivial property 9 of limit sets of d-dimensional CA there is 
a cellular automaton d =(d, A, N, f) and a state qEA such that 
f (4, 4, . . . > 4) = 9, 
and exactly one of the limit sets {conf (q)} and A [-cS] has property 9’. 
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Proof. Because 9 is nontrivial, there are CAs _&i =(d,Ai, N,,f,) and 
dz = (d, AZ, NZ,f2) such that n C&i] has and /1 [&J does not have the property 9. 
There exist positive integers k, and k2 and states a, EAT and az~A, such that, for i= 1 
and 2, 
Let s4; =(d, A,, N;,fi) and &; =(d, A2, N;,j’;) denote the CAs whose global func- 
tions are Gj,’ and G;;, respectively. Such automata can easily be constructed. (Their 
neighborhood vectors N; and N$ are possibly larger than the original neighborhoods 
N, and N,.) Note that /i[&;] =n[di] and 
for i= 1 and 2. 
If {conf(al)} does not have property 9 then we can choose zZ=&; and q=u, in 
the lemma. If {conf(uJ> has property 9 then & = _til and 4 = a, satisfy the conditions 
of the lemma. 
Assume then that conf(ai) has and conj”(a2) does not have property 9. In this case 
let d be any automaton (d, {a,, a,}, N,f) wherefsatisfies 
f(Uij Ui, ...) Ui)=Ui 
for both i = 1 and i= 2. If n [&I has property 9 then choose q = u2 and, if n [d] does 
not have property g’, choose q=uI. In either case JZZ and q satisfy the conditions 
requested in the lemma. 0 
Corollary 5.2. For every nontrivial property P of limit sets of d-dimensional CAs 
there exist cellular automata JZI~ =(d, A, N, fi) and d2 =(d, A, N, fi) such that A [dI] 
has property 9, A[&J does not have property 9 and there is a state qEA such that 
fl(q, 4, . ..> q)=fz(q, 4, . ..> q)=q. 
Proof. One of pi (i= 1,2) is the CA & given in the lemma and the other one is the 
simple CA that changes all states into state 4 (and whose limit set consequently is 
(conf (4))). 0 
Theorem 5.3. Let d 2 1. For every nontrivial property .P of limit sets of d-dimensional 
cellular automata it is undecidable whether the limit set of a given CA has property 9. 
Proof. Let &i = (d, A, N, fi ) and JY~ = (d, A, N, fi) be as in Corollary 5.2 (fixed auto- 
mata for every property Y), and let X=(d, H, MI ,fn) be a given d-dimensional CA. 
We assume that ~EH is the quiescent state of #, and we further assume that the state 
9 is spreading, that is, a cell whose neighborhood contains state 9 is changed into state 
9 on the next time step. Let 9Yd=(d, FS, Nrs, fFs) be a d-dimensional cellular 
automaton satisfying conditions (Pl) and (P2) of Section 4. 
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Table 1 
The local rule qi of the CA 9&. 
(1) If the state of a cell is a~Sr then 
(a) it is changed into the state q if the M,-neighborhood of the cell contains a state of S2, 
(b) the local rulefi of -oli is applied otherwise. 
(2) If the state of a cell is (a. h, x)ES~, for arbitrary aeA, heH\{S} and XEFS\{K}, then 
(a) it is changed into the state q if its M,-neighborhood contains a cell in a state belonging to S,, 
(b) it is changed into the state a if x = F (and all cells in the M,-neighborhood are in states of S,). 
Otherwise, let II’EH and x’EFS denote the states obtained in the cell when the local rules of X and FYd 
are applied to the second and third components of states, respectively. (In this case the states are 
considered to form three different layers which work independently.) The cell is changed into the state 
(c) (a, h’, x’) if h’ # 9 and x’ #K, 
(d) q, if h’=9 or x’=K. 
Let k>, 1 be an integer such that the neighborhood vectors M 1 and NFS of &’ and 
F”1.4pd, respectively, are included in Mk and the neighborhood vector N of -c4i and 
-02, is included in Mk_l. Let us construct two d-dimensional cellular automata 
!B1 and 93* as follows. They both have the same state set S = Si us2 containing two 
different types of states: 
S1=A, 
SZ=A x(H\{WW’S\W)). 
(Recall that K is the killer state of the firing squad.) The neighborhood vector of both 
g1 and Bz is Mk. 
The local rules gi of the CAs Wi, i= 1,2, are defined in Table 1. Roughly speaking, 
a cell is turned into the state q if its neighborhood contains states from both S1 and Sz. 
Otherwise, if all states in the neighborhood belong to S,, the local rule fi of di is 
applied. If all states in the neighborhood belong to Sz, then the three components of 
the states are changed independently of each other, as if they would form three 
separate layers. The first component remains unchanged, but in the second and third 
components the local rules of %’ and 9Yd are applied, respectively. If the second 
component becomes 9 or the third component becomes K then the cell is turned into 
state q. If the third component becomes F, then on the next time step the cell is turned 
into the state of S1 obtained by removing the second and third components. 
Note that the only difference in the local rules of 9?i and 9#\2 is in rule (lb), when all 
states in the neighborhoods of the cell are in states of Si and the local rulesf, andfi of 
d1 and JZZ~ are applied. Note also that a state of S1 can never be changed into a state 
of Sz. This means that G,,(Sf?(d, S,))cV(d, S,) for both i= 1 and i=2. 
Claim. The d-dimensional CAS s%?i=(d, S,uS,, Mk, gi), i= 1, 2, satisfy the following 
condition: If the CA X is nilpotent then 
nCBIl=A CdIl, 
n cg’z1 = n CJfJZl> 
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but if& is not nilpotent then 
A C%l = ‘4 ca21. 
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The claim is proved in the following series of lemmas. 
Lemma 5.4. In the CA 2’ is nilpotent then A [Bi] = A [&i] for i = 1, 2. 
Proof. Because the CA 9i operates on configurations in %‘(d, S,) exactly as &i does, it 
is clear that n [&i] c n [?Ji]. 
Consider then the converse inclusion. According to Proposition 2.1, there is 
a positive integer n such that il’“‘[X’] =/1[%] = (conf(9)). We claim that 
n’“‘[gi] E%(d Sr) for i= 1 2. 
Assume, on’the contrary, that there exists a configuration cE/1’“‘[~~i] such that 
c(X)ES, for some XEZd. Let co, cl, . . . , c, be configurations of 99i such that c, = c and 
G,i(cj)=cj+l for all j, 0~ j<n- 1. Because the cell in position X in c, is in a state 
belonging to S2, it must have been obtained with rule (2~) of Table 1 from c, _ 1. This 
means that the cells in the M,-neighborhood of X have states of Sz in the configuration 
c,_ 1. Similarly, rule (2~) has been used in c,_~ in obtaining the states of cells in the 
Mk-neighborhood of 2 in c, _ 1, so that the cells in the M,,-neighborhood of X have 
states of S2 in c,_~. 
This reasoning can be repeated for configurations c,_~, c,_ 3, . . , co. We conclude 
that in c0 the cells in the M,,-neighborhood of X have states belonging to Sz. Form 
a configuration ch of 2 whose cells in the M,,-neighborhood of X have the same states 
as the second components of the states in c0 in the corresponding positions, and 
whose states outside the M,,-neighborhood of X are arbitrary. Then the state of the 
cell in position X in Gy,,(c,) is the same as the second component of the state c,(X). This 
state is different from 9 so that II@)[X’] # {conf($)}, a contradiction. 
We have shown that after n steps all possible configurations of gi belong to 
V(d, S,). Because on configurations belonging to %‘(d, S,) the CA gi works exactly like 
the CA &i, it is clear that /l[&9i] ~/t[~&‘i]~ Cl 
Lemma 5.5. If the CA 2 is not nilpotent then %‘(d, S,) GA [pi] for i= 1,2. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2.3, there exists a configuration c~E~[%] in which no 
cell is in state 9. Consequently, no predecessor of ch contains state 9 either. 
Let ce%?(d, S,) be arbitrary, and let i be either 1 or 2. Consider the configuration c’ 
of gi in which all cells are in states of Sz, and in which the first, second and third 
components of the states form the configurations c, ch and conf(J’), respectively. 
Obviously Ggi(c’)=c. (Rule (2b) is used in all cells.) 
According to the condition (Pl) satisfied by 9Yd, there is an infinite chain of 
configurations of pyd that do not contain states F and K and that produce the firing 
configuration conf(F). Consequently, the configuration c’ (and thus the configuration 
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c) belongs to the limit set .4 [&Ii]. It is produced by an infinite sequence of configura- 
tions whose first components form c, whose second components form the sequence 
producing ch in .X, and whose third components form the sequence that produces 
conf(F) in FYd. The rule (2~) of Table 1 is used in all cells at all time steps. 0 
The following lemma follows directly from the property (P2) of the CA 9-,4cb 
presented in Section 4. 
Lemma 5.6. Let i be either 1 or 2. Ifc~n[.%J and ~(~~)=(a~, hl, F)for some X1~Zd, 
a,~,4 and h,EH\(9}, then,for all X,EZ~, c(XZ)~S1 or c(Xz)=(u2, hz, F)for some azeA 
and h,EH\{9}. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that there exists a configuration CE~ [&I’i] such that 
~(~~)=(a~, hl, F) and c(Xz)=(u2, hz, s2) for some al, u,EA, h,, h,EH\(Sj and 
s,~Fs\jF, K}. Let cO, cl, . . . be a sequence of configurations of ?Zi such that 
G,,(Cj+ 1) = cj for all j > 0 and CO = C. 
For each j>,O construct a configuration cJ of 99, as follows: 
c;(x) = 
s if cj(X)=(~, h,s)GSz, 
K if Cj(X)ES,, 
for all XeZd. 
Consider the compact subset 
C=(c&(d, FS)IC(%~)=F, c(x2)=s2) 
of configurations of the CA Fyd. The compact sets CnA’j’ [FYd], j=O, 1, 
2, . . . , form a descending chain. Moreover, they are not empty because 
G;‘,,(c;)(%)= F, 
G/p, (cl) (% ) = ~2 
for all j > 0. This means that their intersection 
is not empty, a contradiction with condition (P2). 0 
Lemma 5.7. rfcE/i[~i]\~(d, S,),for i= 1 or i=2, then c(X)~S,u{q} for all XEZ!~. 
Proof. Assume, on the contrary, that there exists a configuration CEA[~#~] such that 
- - 
c(X)ESl\{qJ and c()I)ES~ for some x, y~i?~. Let co, cr, . . . be a sequence ofconfigura- 
tions of 93i such that G,,(cj+ 1) = Cj for all j 80 and CO = C. 
Because c~(~))ES~, the states of all M,-neighbors of the cell in position y must 
belong to S2 in cI. More generally, all Mjk-neighbors of the cell in position jj must 
have states from S2 in cj for all j> 1. 
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On the other hand, a state belonging to S,\{q} can be obtained in the cell in 
position X only by rules (1 b) and (2b) of Table 1. The rule (2b) is impossible because no 
cell in any of the configurations Cj, j>, 1, can be in a state of S2 having F in the third 
component. (In such a case, according to Lemma 5.6, cj(y) would also have F in the 
third component, which further implies that c,,(y))~Si, a contradiction.) This means 
that rule (lb) has been applied in c1 at the cell situated in X. The Mk_ i-neighborhood 
of X must contain a cell in a state from S,\(q) in cr. (Recall that q is the quiescent state 
of both &I and <dz, and that their neighborhood vector N is included in the 
neighborhood vector Mk_l.) The reasoning can be repeated in c1 to show that the 
Mz(k-l,-neighborhood of X must contain a cell in a state of S,\{q) in c2. More 
generally, in cj there has to be a state from S,\jq) in the Mj(k_ ,,-neighborhood of X, 
for allj3 1. 
If j is large enough, the Mj(k _ ,,-neighborhood of I is included in the Mj,-neighbor- 
hood of j. It has been shown above that in the configuration Cj there is a state from 
S,\(q) in the Mj(k_ ,,-neighborhood of X but, on the other hand, all Mjk-neighbors of 
the cell in j have states from S?, a contradiction. Cl 
Proof. Assume that c&(d, S, uS,)\%‘(d, S,) and CE~ [Bi] for either i= 1 or i=2. Let 
co, Cl, . . . be a sequence of configurations such that co =c and G,,(cj+ l)=~j for all 
ja0. Obviously, cjEV(d, S,uS,)\W(d, SJ and cjEif [Bi] for every j>O. 
According to Lemma 5.7 Cj(.c)$Si\{q} for every j>O and XeZd. Thus in every 
configuration Cj the Mk-neighborhood of each cell either contains a state of Sz or 
consists entirely of quiescent states q. In either case the local rules of B1 and BA2 are 
equal. (Recall that q is the quiescent state of both JZZ~ and &z.) This means that 
G,,(cj+1)=G,,(cj+1)=cj for every j>O. SO CE/~[@~] and c~/l[B*]. 0 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 5.3. The claim that preceded 
Lemma 5.4 is proved by Lemmas 5.4, 5.5 and 5.8. 
Assume there exists an algorithm that finds out if a given CA has property 9. Apply 
this algorithm to the cellular automata a1 and Bz. If the answer to the first query is 
positive and to the second one negative then the CA X has to be nilpotent. If, on the 
other hand, the answers are both positive or both negative then the CA 2 is not 
nilpotent. In this way, one obtains an algorithm for solving the nilpotency problem, 
which contradicts Proposition 2.2. The assumption that the property 9 is algorithmi- 
cally decidable is false, and the proof of Theorem 5.3 is complete. 17 
Corollary 5.9. Every nontrivial property of limit languages Y(A) of d-dimensional CA is 
undecidable. 
Proof. Two CAs which have the same limit set have also the same limit language, so 
any property of the limit languages is also a property of limit sets. 0 
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In [3] limit sets of finite configurations were also introduced. The limit set of$nite 
conjgurations of a CA d is defined as &[-cr”] =/i [d]nWF, that is, it contains all 
finite configurations of the limit set. In the same way as Corollary 5.9 above, we have 
the following one. 
Corollary 5.10. Every nontrivial property of limit sets of jinite configurations AF of 
d-dimensional CA is undecidable. 
6. Conclusions 
We have shown that all nontrivial properties of limit sets of d-dimensional 
cellular automata are undecidable for any d 3 1, that is, no algorithm can decide 
if the limit set of a given d-dimensional CA possesses the property or not. The 
result is very general: for example, all properties listed in Section 3, as well as many 
others, are undecidable. Many of these properties have already been known to be 
undecidable, but the proofs have been very different from each other and sometimes 
quite complex. 
The proof method used in this article is reduction, which is quite standard 
in the theory of computation. It is interesting, however, to notice that the same 
undecidable problem - the nilpotency problem - can be reduced to all decision 
problems concerning nontrivial properties of limit sets. In some sense the nilpotency 
problem is the easiest among all such problems: If one would have a method (an 
oracle) for solving any nontrivial property of limit sets then, using this method, 
one could solve the nilpotency problem as well. Two queries to the oracle would 
suffice. 
It is essential that the state sets of the cellular automata considered are not limited. 
Indeed, for any fixed state set S, there are decidable properties of limit sets of 
d-dimensional cellular automata having state set S (at least when d = 1). For example, 
surjectivity is such a property [l] (a CA with state set S is surjective iff its limit set 
is %‘(d, S)). 
Appendix: the firing squad 99, 
The state set of P;Yr is 
Each # sends four signals: L1 and l2 to the left, and RI and r2 to the right. The signals 
L1 and RI proceed one cell at every time step, while 1, and r2 advance only one cell at 
every other step. The signals l2 and r2 are realized using two extra states 1; and r;. The 
state l2 turns into 1; in one step, and then 1; moves one cell to the left and is changed 
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back to 12. The states r2 and r; work similarly. When signals L1 and RI cross each 
other, they are changed into signals I, and rl, respectively. Signals II and ?I continue 
advancing one cell each time step. Three states llr,, l;r, and r;l, are needed to 
represent the cases when two signals occupy the same cell. Note that the states l2 and 
r1 (or r2 and 11) never appear in the same cell in any legal computation (computations 
from the configurations #2., to the firing configuration conf(F) as described in 
Section 4). 
When the signals 1, and rz collide, a new # is created. When II and rl meet 
each other in a cell that is in the state #‘, the cell is turned back into the state #. 
The killer state K denotes that an error has occurred. The killer states spread, that is, 
a cell is turned into the state K if there was a K in its neighborhood on the previous 
time step. 
In the following the local rule of 9~7~ is presented. The rules are given in 
the form 
which means that the local rulef,, maps the triple (A, B, C) to the state D. All the 
triples that are not listed below are mapped to the killer state K. 
#’ #’ #’ -+ F ;Fire ! 
F F F -+F ;Keep F 
u # U + #’ Change # to # ’ 
# u # + #’ ;Needed only in #z 
u #’ u -+ #’ ;Keep #’ 
L1 #’ R, + #’ ;Keep #’ 
12 #’ J-2 + #’ ;Keep #’ 
1; #’ r; -+ #’ ;Keep #’ 
rl #'l, -+# Change # ’ back to # 
1;r, #’ r;1, --f # Change #’ back to # 
4 ur; -+# ;Make a new # 
r;1, u lir, + # ;Make a new # 
# u u -+ RI Send RI 
#’ RI u + rz Send r2 
u u # -+ L1 Send L1 
u L1 #’ --t 12 Send l2 
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R1 u u 3 R1 
L_ L! Ll --+ L1 
R1 u L1 --, llrl 
Pl I-! I_ -+ r1 
117.1 L. I_! + r1 
rl u 12 + I.1 
llrl u l2 + r1 
r1 1; u + rl 
/;r, u u --f rl 
rt u #’ + rl 
U u 11 + 1, 
U u lIr, + 1, 
r2 u I, + I, 
r2 u IIr, -+ I, 
U 4 11 + 1, 
u u r;lI + 1, 
#’ u 1, -+ 1, 
f’ r2 R, --f r; 
U r2 u + 4 
I, r2 u -+ r; 
4 u u -+ r2 
ri u RI + r2 
ri l1 u + r2 
r;l, u u + r2 
L1 12 f’ + 1; 
u 12 u --) 1; 
u l2 rl --f I; 
l-l u 1; --f 12 
L1 u 1; -+ 12 
U r2 1; t 12 
U u l;rI + l2 
;Move RI to the right 
;Move L1 to the left 
;Collision of RI and L1 
;Move rI to the right 
;Move rI to the right 
;Move rl to the right 
;Move rl to the right 
;Move rI to the right 
;Move r1 to the right 
;Move rl to the right 
;Move 1, to the left 
;Move 1, to the left 
;Move 1, to the left 
;Move l1 to the left 
;Move I, to the left 
;Move l1 to the left 
;Move II to the left 
;Change r2 to r; 
;Change r2 to r; 
;Change r2 to r; 
;Move r$ to the right and change to r2 
;Move r; to the right and change to r2 
;Move r; to the right and change to r2 
;Move r; to the right and change to r2 
;Change i2 to 1; 
;Change l2 to 1; 
;Change l2 to 1; 
;Move 1; to the left and change to l2 
;Move 1; to the left and change to l2 
;Move 1; to the left and change to 1, 
;Move 1; to the left and change to l2 
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r1 12 u + 1il-l 
llr, 12 #’ + l$r, 
u r2 1, + r;l, 
#’ r2 l,rl --f r;lI 
;Move r1 and change l2 to 1; 
;Move r1 and change l2 to 1; 
;Move l1 and change r2 to r; 
;Move l1 and change r2 to r; 
r2 Rl u + u 
u R, u --f I- 
U rl u -+ u 
LJ l,rl u + u 
r2 l,rl l2 + u 
12r1 u-u 
U r1 12 -+ u 
u l;rI u -+ u 
Li I1 #’ -+ u 
u I$-, #’ + u 
u I51 12 + u 
u L1 u -+ u 
u11 u+u 
u 1, r2 -+ u 
r2 1, u -+ u 
U r;l, u + u 
#’ 11 u -+ u 
#’ r;lI u --, u 
u 1; u -+ u 
u 1; #’ -+ u 
#’ r; u + u 
U r; u -+ u 
u u u + u 
#’ u u -+ u 
u u #’ -+ u 
r2 U 12 + u 
I, u rl + u 
;Remove the old signal RI 
;Remove the old signal RI 
;Remove the old signal r1 
;Remove the old signals r1 and II 
;Remove the old signals rl and 1, 
;Remove the old signal r1 
;Remove the old signal r1 
;Remove the old signals 1; and r1 
;Remove the old signal rl 
;Remove the old signals 1; and rl 
;Remove the old signal L1 
;Remove the old signal L1 
;Remove the old signal 1, 
;Remove the old signal l1 
;Remove the old signal 1, 
;Remove the old signals r; and I, 
;Remove the old signal 1, 
;Remove the old signals r; and 1, 
;Remove the old signal 1; 
;Remove the old signal 1; 
;Remove the old signal r; 







u uR1 +L.l 
u u rl + u 
u u r2 + u 
u u ri -+ u 
#’ u r2 -+ u 
#’ u 7-i + u 
r2 u RI -+ u 
r2 u u --f u 
1; u r1 + u 
1, u r1 --+ u 
L1 u u -+ u 
1, u u + u 
12 u u --) u 
1; u u * u 
l2 u #’ -+ u 
1; u #’ -+ u 
Lq u 12 + u 
u u /2 + u 
I, u t-5 + u 
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